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ABSTRACT 

A coupled-ocean atmosphere model with demonstrated skill in ENSO prediction is used to 
examine limits to predictability due to stochastic momentum forcing from the atmosphere. 
Previous estimates of predictability limits in coupled models may be overly optimistic because 
of the absence of realistic atmospheric noise in the intermediate atmospheric model used. It is 
found that unavoidable error grows rapidly with a time scale of 4 or so months. It then saturates 
at a level around 0.5°C for the Nino 3 region. 

1. Introduction 

In the science of weather forecasting, it is now 
generally accepted (Lorenz, 1982) that there are 
fundamental limits to predictability which essen
tially manifest themselves as an extreme sensitivity 
of predictions to initial conditions. Such sensitivity 
is not only due to non-linearities in the dynamical 
system (chaos) which can cause unstable normal 
modes in the linearized equations but may also be 
due to the non self-adjointness of the linearized 
dynamical system (see, for example, Farrell, 1990). 

In recent years, successful predictive coupled 
ocean-atmosphere models of El Nino, Southern 
Oscillation have appeared (see Zebiak and Cane, 
1987 (ZC henceforth); Kleeman, 1993; Latif et al., 
1993) and so it is natural to enquire whether 
similar limits to predictability exist for the ENSO 
phenomenon. This issue has been addressed in the 
context of the ZC model by Goswami and Shukla 
(1991) and also Blumenthal (1991). In both cases, 
the growth of small perturbations in initial condi
tions are examined and it is found that error 
doubling occurs on time scales of a year or so. 
Both authors assume that on these time scales 
growth occurs due essentially to linear processes: 
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the first authors postulate that the unstable normal 
modes of the system are responsible while the 
second ascribes growth to the non self-adjointness 
of the system. 

The predictability problem has also been 
examined using the observations of the Southern 
Oscillation with sophisticated statistical analysis 
techniques by Fraedrich (1988) who concluded 
that a stochastic model rather than a strange 
attractor accounted for the data. He deduced an 
error doubling timescale of up to one year however 
this number was somewhat uncertain due to the 
lack of a sufficiently long dataset. 

An obvious limitation of the above two dynami
cal studies is the simplifications inherent in the 
ZC model. One such simplification occurs in the 
atmosphere: It is a steady-state model (there 
are no time derivatives in the model equations) 
and is not intended to model the high frequency 
transients that are an essential feature of the 
tropical atmosphere. In some sense one can regard 
this atmospheric model as a slave to its lower 
boundary condition (the sea-surface temperature 
anomaly) and therefore incapable of generating 
realistic internal variability. Although there has 
been some discussion in the literature (Battisti, 
1988, for example) concerning noise generated in 
the model by its moisture convergence feedback 
mechanism, it seems unlikely, given the mathe-
























